Online misinformation is a fiendish problem. Demonstrably false information propagates faster and more widely than truth and this has heralded a technological arms race. One possible mechanism for addressing misinformation is social: there is evidence seeing misinformation being challenged can ‘inoculate’ a reader against it. To date, no research has examined how discussions sparked by misinformation play out; What are the different ways in which people reply to posts containing misinformation? How does the discussion flow in each case? Are there differences between platforms? We address these questions through an inductive qualitative analysis of discussion threads on three public discussion platforms (Twitter, YouTube and two news sites) and on three topics (COVID, Brexit and climate change). We present a classification scheme of types of replies to misinformation, and show that replies show different patterns between platforms. Knowing how people reply to posts that contain misinformation enriches our knowledge of ‘human misinformation interaction,’ and provides an understanding of how socio-technical factors in platform design can reduce the risk of misinformation spreading.
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1 Introduction

The spread of misinformation is one of the biggest challenges facing information interaction. Misinformation has been blamed for everything from the spread of COVID-19 to the outcome of elections [27; 52], and is the focus of much research: how it is created and by whom, what can be done to minimise its spread, and how to prevent people from believing it [14; 52; 70].

Types of misinformation, the actors involved in creating and spreading it, their motives, and the types of misinformation they spread have been thoroughly investigated [70]. Researchers have also examined how misinformation might be counteracted by machine learning and other automated approaches [42; 59]. However,
to effectively combat misinformation, we must address it from multiple perspectives [59; 60]. A particularly promising perspective is a social one; there is evidence seeing misinformation being challenged can ‘inoculate’ a reader against it [13]. However, the role people play in affirming or rejecting misinformation remains important and relatively under-researched area of ‘human misinformation interaction’ [60].

Other than who shares misinformation [21; 53], and that some people at least shake their heads and walk away [57], we know little about how people respond to misinformation in comment threads. As 50% of all our information needs are met by other people [54], the role discussion plays in responding to misinformation (e.g. in affirming or challenging it) is a surprising omission from the literature, particularly given that challenges to misinformation play a role in whether or not it is believed [13; 45].

We address this research gap by examining and categorising in-thread replies to comments containing misinformation on 3 public discussion platforms: Twitter, YouTube, and the comments sections of ‘The Guardian’ and ‘Daily Mail’ news sites. We examined multiple platforms to determine whether the nature and interface of each platform affected behaviour. We also examined 3 controversial topics on each platform: COVID-19, climate change, and Brexit, to ensure the types of replies to misinformation we identified were not topic-specific.

We first discuss prior work on user interactions with misinformation. We then explain and justify our research method. Next, we present a classification scheme of types of reply to posts containing misinformation. This is followed by a discussion of implications for information interaction research, and the design of future systems. Finally, we address limitations and future work.

2  Background
This section first discusses previous work on classifying and understanding discussion threads. Next we examine literature that defines misinformation, then addresses the persistent rise of misinformation, the role of people in its spread and existing approaches to combat it.

2.1 Information Interactions in Discussion Threads
We are far from the first researchers to attempt to classify responses in discussion threads. This research takes two forms: discussions of automated classification of discussion threads or individual posts, and qualitative analysis of posts to try to understand the informational content.

Automated discussion thread classifiers have been studied in both educational settings and social media [20; 33; 34]. These classifiers have been used to try to identify features of threads or posts such as aggression, trolling, announcements or question asking. Identifying these features has many practical uses for moderation, but these classifiers are a research tool in and of themselves. Manually classifying threads is labour intensive [33], and once key features of threads or posts have been identified automated classification can support qualitative analysis as in [68]. To identify these key features, though, requires just that labour intensive initial manual coding; in this paper we offer an initial coding for misinformation discussion threads.

Turning to qualitative analyses, academic social networking sites, YouTube and news media sites have all been the subject of classification work. Sometimes, as with [47], analyses address sentiment (such as compliments), other analyses (e.g. [34; 68]) have focused on the informational content of posts or threads. The reflection on interactions between posters on these threads is often limited, Madden for example classifies them into agreement and disagreement [34]. Morrison considers the interactions between posters more deeply, but not systematically [41]. The idea that threads may in fact be misinformation is introduced in [41]. In that paper
Morrison notes that there is no way of verifying the personal anecdotes he describes, and that other material posted under news stories could equally be false. We examine discussion threads from a different perspective—not how do they inform, but how do they misinform, and what do people do when they read misinformation in these threads?

2.2 Defining Misinformation

Concisely defined, ‘misinformation’ is ‘false or inaccurate information that is deliberately created and is intentionally or unintentionally propagated’ [67]. Under this umbrella sits a range of types of misinformation, the definitions for which may be colloquial and overlapping. Two terms often seen in the literature are ‘fake news’ and disinformation. The distinction typically drawn between mis- and disinformation is that disinformation is spread deliberately, whereas misinformation is propagated without intent to mislead. However, determining intent to mislead is difficult, if not impossible [70]. Hence ‘misinformation’ is also used as an umbrella term to describe all demonstrably false information, regardless of the creator or sharer’s intentions [67]. We use ‘misinformation’ in line with this definition.

An overlapping umbrella term is ‘fake news’, which refers to publicly incorrect or inaccurate information, particularly on social media [19; 60]. However, the types of information that fall under this term are contested. Scholars often include parody and satire [61]. While the public agree that biased information and propaganda are ‘fake news’, satire and parody are not seen the same way [43]. It is notable that, context free, satire can appear to be ‘real news’ to those not aware of the source (e.g. US satirical newspaper The Onion) [70]. A comprehensive literature survey concludes satire, bias, propaganda, clickbait, conspiracy theories, fabricated information, hoax and rumours can all be considered ‘fake news’ [70]. While some of these types of information are predominantly intended to mislead (e.g. propaganda, hoax, fabricated information) others (e.g. clickbait or rumours) may be either mis- or dis-information depending on the, often unascertainable, intent of the creator. This makes it difficult (if not impossible) to separate mis- from dis-information in practice. While the motivations of those who spread misinformation is an interesting research topic, it is not the focus of this paper, which is how people reply to misinformation, whatever its form.

2.3 The Rise and Rise of Misinformation

Widespread public misinformation is not new; propaganda campaigns during WWII gave rise to research on thought manipulation through misinformation [46].

Information scholars’ focus on misinformation is relatively recent and has emerged from circumstances that appear to make its spread more likely. First, much news consumption now occurs via social media [18; 19], rather than directly from authoritative sources with obligations to maximise journalistic integrity [55]. While authoritative sources provide a de facto veracity check (and consumers recognise this [19]), the time required to verify every piece of information on social media is prohibitive [52].

Second, the visual distinction between fabricated content, news, and advertising is blurred on social media feeds, where the interface is controlled by the platform, rather than news organisation. Third, changing news media business models have meant the production of credible news content has become expensive and difficult to fund [2; 4]. In turn, news sites have been presenting advertising alongside news and moving towards clickbait-style links to articles, making it more difficult for news consumers to distinguish news from ads.

Fourth, misinformation is often designed to appeal to our emotions [70]. Some news consumers say they prefer emotional content to factual content, and so emotionally charged ‘fake news’ is more interesting than unbiased ‘real news’ [4; 36]. Incidentally this has led to some discussion in Digital Journalism about the ethics of using emotion to promote messages of social benefit [64], though this is not widespread practice.

Finally, technology drives misinformation. It is easier than ever to manipulate images [61], and there is a chance algorithmic bias may be driving spread of misinformation by promoting what is popular [4]. Similarly, technology democratises information production, but minimises the distinction between professionally
researched and edited information, and manipulated information or even lay opinion [70]. While we now better understand the rise of misinformation, what has not yet been considered is the ways replies to misinformation amplify, question or challenge it.

2.4 Spreading Misinformation

Misinformation is spread by two types of actor: bots (programmed machines supposed to fool humans into believing they are real), and people [70]. Of the people spreading misinformation, some do so deliberately because they are activists or trying to sow discord (this latter group colloquially known as trolls), or because they are paid to do so. Others spread it unintentionally, either because they are passionate about its message, or they are misguided and think it is interesting [70]. Still others know they are spreading misinformation, but think their reasons are relatively harmless, e.g. expressing opinions or starting conversations [10].

One early study found misinformation is not shared as regularly as the most ominous discussions would have us believe, but is most likely to be shared by politically conservative and older social media users [21]. More recent work found misinformation is shared because it is considered credible, and that credulity was associated with religious belief and conservative political ideology [58]. It is not just the old, right-wing and credulous who share misinformation though: recent work has demonstrated subscribers to a fact-checking newsletter share misinformation at rates similar to the rest of the population [53]. Still more concerning is that false information on Twitter spreads more widely than real information [63], which is why combating misinformation is both so difficult and important.

What these studies tell us overall is that social media users are more likely to share misinformation than truth, and that younger and politically liberal users are less likely than others to spread it. While we know who is spreading misinformation and why, we do not know how people are replying to it when they see it. This paper addresses that research question.

2.5 Approaches to Combatting Misinformation

Many approaches have been proposed to combat misinformation, including technical, educational and legal [52].

Algorithmic approaches fall into two categories: identifying known misinformation within a network, and neutralising it, or detecting it algorithmically. Algorithmic detection is useful but not sufficient to combat misinformation: new misinformation is constantly being created. Algorithmic predictors, on the other hand, must be trained on ground truth data [67]. This makes it very difficult to detect some kinds of misinformation (e.g. bias), because they are epistemologically difficult even for humans to classify [51]. If humans cannot classify misinformation, algorithms risk long term ineffectiveness or entrenched human bias [15]. The challenges of automated approaches to combating misinformation are noted in [59] and hybrid models proposed.

Another approach to mitigating misinformation is digital and information literacy training, so people recognise misinformation when they see it [14]. While information professionals have much to offer here, there are challenges with an information literacy approach [53; 60]. Most people are truth-biased: they believe what they read, and that they are better at discerning truth than they actually are [32; 52]. Also, once a belief is entrenched, it is surprisingly difficult to dislodge [32].

A third approach is legislation, requiring social media organisations to monitor and reduce misinformation [2; 23; 25]. This has been widely posited as a social good, but the question of how organisations might police this remains; they face all the difficulties we have already raised.

A final approach, most relevant to our study is social: rather than preventing people from seeing or sharing misinformation, it relies on those who do see it attacking its credibility. The value of this approach stems from the finding that others' posts may mitigate against both the spread of and belief in misinformation. Comments that challenge misinformation decrease trust in it [6; 13]. Detailed information about why something is incorrect results in an even more effective challenge [9]; providing an alternative narrative also works [32]. Given that vastly more people read posts and comments than write them in an online forum [44], educating lurkers so that
they do not become believers or sharers could be a very powerful strategy. The effect of challenges to misinformation is not universal, though: they can result in a backlash [45], as found by psychological research [32].

While we know others’ posts may mitigate the spread of misinformation, we do yet know what the different types of replies to posts containing mining actually are and how discussions sparked by misinformation play out within threads. Our paper addresses this research gap.

3 Method

We examined replies to posts that contained demonstrably false misinformation in public discussion threads. We considered misinformation as content we could demonstrate to be wholly or partly factually incorrect or inaccurate. While videos or articles containing misinformation are rare, (platforms often remove them) comments on content that themselves contain misinformation, are surprisingly abundant. Hence, we focused on this more commonplace form of misinformation.

3.1 Data Collection and Fact Checking

We examined replies on public discussion platforms to posts that contained misinformation on 3 controversial, non-overlapping topics (COVID-19, climate change and Brexit) and on 3 platforms that facilitate open discussion on public interest issues: Twitter, YouTube, and two news sites The Guardian (theguardian.com) and Daily Mail (dailymail.co.uk). We chose controversial topics because they frequently result in discussions that contain misinformation. We chose multiple non-overlapping topics to increase the likely generalisability of our findings. The platforms represent both social media and mainstream websites where information sharing and discussion occurs, around a variety of content types (e.g. images, news, video). The newspapers have different political stances (the Guardian centre-left, Daily Mail right-wing). While Facebook is a common platform for hosting misinformation [21; 36], it was excluded from this research as most content, particularly misinformation [56] is private, and analysing private posts breaches its terms of service.

News sites provide some degree of quality control of the core content on which users can comment, and the comments on both sites we examined are moderated. Twitter and YouTube host user-generated content and provide minimal moderation (only in response to users reporting comments). While users may sign up to and post anonymously on all these platforms, and all posts are publicly visible, those on Twitter can be searched within the platform, while those on YouTube and online news sites cannot. Although Twitter posts have a maximum length of 280 characters, comments on the other platforms are unrestricted in length, though often as short as Tweets. Finally, users see content specifically from those they follow in Twitter, while YouTube shows a mixture of recommended and searched content. The news sites studied do not personalise news content.

We focused on COVID-19, climate change and Brexit because media coverage suggests misinformation on these topics is rife [5; 16; 52] this focus allowed us to discover posts containing misinformation relatively readily. In contrast to debate on gun control and capital punishment, these issues do not divide cleanly across partisan lines, and polarised views are found across the political spectrum [1; 5; 26].

On each platform, we conducted internal searches using the terms “COVID-19”, “climate change” and “Brexit” in September and October 2020. We examined the results list for each platform and selected the first results that met our inclusion criteria: that is the first post contained demonstrably false information and had at least one reply (as we were investigating replies to misinformation). For the Guardian and the Daily Mail, this was 5 posts each per topic, resulting in a set of 30 posts (i.e., 2 news sites, 3 topics, 5 posts each). For Twitter and YouTube, this was 10 posts each per topic resulting in a further 60 posts (2 platforms, 3 topics, 10 posts each). This involved examining 40-100 threads per search, as many did not contain misinformation. This resulted in a dataset of 90 posts in total containing misinformation and 847 replies to those posts. On Twitter, ‘posts’ were Tweets containing misinformation. On YouTube, and the news sites, ‘posts’ were comments on content (videos or news stories) The searches were conducted in September and October 2020.
To establish whether an initial post contained misinformation, we sought confirmation of unlikely-looking statements via Google to see if evidence could be found to support each claim, supplemented by reference to fact-checking websites such as Snopes. A second researcher (one of the authors) verified any posts been flagged as misinformation by the first researcher and only those they agreed on were included in the analysis.

The second researcher took care to verify candidate misinformation independently, to avoid potential agreement bias. As will be seen, most misinformation that passed these tests was egregiously erroneous. We allowed a maximum of 15 minutes’ verification time to reflect the limited time taken by readers in practice [52]. Misinformation that requires sophisticated verification tactics to identify is likely to be accepted as truth [32], and thus to provoke different patterns of replies. In practice, no checks exceeded this time limit. While it is possible some instances of misinformation were missed, this does not impact the validity of our findings as it did not prevent us from taking an equal sample across types of topic and discussion platform.

3.2 Data Analysis

For each misinformation thread, all content that was clearly spam or robot-generated (e.g. where there were multiple posts containing the same textual content from the same account) was excluded from analysis. Images that were text-rich were transcribed, but profile images were discarded.

The individual replies were then coded inductively as to their nature, e.g. mocking, affirmation. This coding continued until data saturation was achieved, i.e. no new reply types were being identified. This general inductive approach is commonly used in information interaction research to identify types of information behaviour (e.g. see [40]). To ensure rigour, if a new type of reply was identified, the entire dataset was re-reviewed for all reply types. Thread-level patterns of replies were identified by following chains of content within threads, considering the initial codes and poster identities. We also examined all replies made by each individual poster to gain a detailed understanding of individual posts in the context of their other replies. We tested agreement for coding of reply types between the first and a second coder (with 97.4% inter-rater agreement).

Previous research has tested the relative frequency of observed patterns in information artefacts [17; 37]. The appropriate test for this study is log-linear analysis, that supports three-dimensional analysis of frequency data (the more common chi-squared test only permits two) across platform, topic and reply type.

3.3 Ethical Considerations

Our results are based on public data. It is good ethical practice to paraphrase posts when reporting such data because people do not expect their posts to be used out of context [3], and our research in particular may seem to posters to cast aspersions on their behaviours. While it is impossible to ensure complete anonymity when reporting public posts, as with enough search effort it may be possible to identify posters, we used obscuration to conceal users’ identities. We had to strike a careful balance, however, as obscuring the data too much can confuse or distort meaning. This approach was approved by our ethics board.

4 Results

We first describe the types of individual reply to misinformation found in our data. These types are found within an individual post (on Twitter) or comment (on YouTube, The Guardian and Daily Mail). Although distinct, there are semantic similarities between some types (e.g. mockery and insult). We then discuss the thread-level common patterns of discourse found in replies to a post with misinformation. Posters’ identities are given in encoded form: ‘OP’ is the poster of the original comment containing misinformation; ‘RPn’ is given for the nth poster giving a reply (e.g. RP1 is the poster of first reply). We did not encounter any case where a poster or a responder changed their opinion. We tested for platform differences and report them where significant.
4.1 Types of Reply to Misinformation Posts

We identified 24 types of reply to posts containing misinformation. These fell into three groups: 1) introducing misinformation and bias, where replies added their own misinformation, conspiracy theories and racism; 2) responding to points raised, a large group of 16 separate codes such as affirmation, rebuttal, insult, quotation, and flooding and 3) drawing on evidence, which comprised personal experience, anecdotes, external sources and expertise and asking users to ‘Google’ a topic, or certain information to check its veracity. We now briefly define each type, referring to examples.

4.1.1 Introducing Further Misinformation and Bias.

**Misinformation:** As well as the original posts, 114 replies contained identifiable misinformation. They could introduce misinformation either in support of, or against, the original post. A reply on Twitter Brexit Thread 8 claimed (British) lawyers get to choose cases to represent, but lawyers are allocated cases, and they are required to accept and represent any client, regardless of their personal view of the client or case.

**Conspiracy theory:** these were often found in both the original post with misinformation, and in replies that approved of the original post (166 replies). Conspiracy theories were occasionally found in replies that took the opposite view to the original poster (6 replies): e.g. when replying to a climate-change denying original post, a critic claimed that climate-change was intentionally caused by the Koch Brothers and their supporters.

**Racism:** 36 posts included racist, xenophobic or anti-Semitic content. This was particularly the case with Brexit (29 posts), but also co-occurred with conspiracy theories in general. An example from Twitter Climate Change Thread 4 said: “Attenborough has been a shill for George Soros for decades. He almost certainly knows that the CC hoax is all about Agenda 2030 and reducing world population.” (Agenda 2030 refers to UN work on sustainable development, often referred to by anti-Semitic conspiracy theorists as a plot against Western Democracies [66]).

4.1.2 Responding to Points Raised.

Posts responding to misinformation could **affirm** it (128 replies), either by repeating or simply agreeing; **rebut** it (198 replies), by an explicit disagreement with it; **question** it (100 replies), by asking for more information, clarification or interrogating its completeness or accuracy e.g. “I’d need you to expand on that for me to believe you?”; engage in **mockery** (102 replies, only 10 of which were newspaper comments), “only a fool would…” or **satire** (44 replies); “so many epidemiologists here!”; or simply **insult** e.g. “you’re a prime idiot” (51 replies, 33 on YouTube alone).

**Quotation:** This was where authors directly or indirectly referred to comments previously posted in the thread, by themselves or others. In 42 posts the poster quoted their own original post (e.g. “as I said at the beginning…”), and 15 quoted another author’s post (e.g. “as you already said…”).

There were also a number of reply types that diverted the discussion: there were 18 cases of whataboutery, where a poster raised a point that distracted from one point by raising another that was plausibly, but not actually, relevant. An example of this is a poster asking “what about the twenty thousand that die each day?” diverting from a debate about COVID restrictions. There were 69 **asides** that presented a different issue (e.g. one poster saying they needed something to eat). A relatively sophisticated type was the **side-step** (48 posts). These began with a point raised by the poster, but then would invite further comment on a specific issue (e.g. “I agree that it can be hard to get a job, but is there just one problem?”), which could be an attempt to tease out the original poster’s deeper reasoning on factors influencing governmental lockdown decisions. Four posts misrepresented an earlier post, by distorting context, changing the words, or making claims not in the original (a localised form of misinformation) to serve the interests of the current poster: e.g., in YouTube Climate Change Thread 10, RP1 responded to the OP’s claim that all science is politically motivated “Is the periodic table a hoax too? What will the radical right criticise about atomic weights next year?”, the OP misrepresented RP1’s post as confirming his claim, stating “RP1 I’m happy to see that you confirm that climate science is fraudulent.”
There was a group of reply types that did not directly express a particular view on the topic. A rare reply type found in 6 supporting and contrarian posts, was a statement that matters were complex. While sometimes this may have been a form of side-step, in others it appeared more to serve a full-stop in a debate. A related type was fatalism (17 replies), agreeing with a previous post, but suggesting that little could be done about an issue raised in it. A third form was speculation (39 replies), in which posters ruminated about possible future states of affairs. In Twitter COVID Thread 8, a poster speculated about President Trump’s COVID-19 treatment “he’s likely taking the latest experiment to show the world there’s a cure and COVID’s not going to kill you”.

Not just facts were questioned: some posters agreed with the data presented in a post, but questioned the poster’s reasoning (39 replies), e.g. “the EU can’t be both manifestly inept and efficiently manipulative and cunning—so which is it?”, or, in the context of climate change, an OP used absolute data for China and the USA, and stated this data showed the pollution per person; after multiple clarifications, a respondent asked “if you understand it, why did your initial post state the absolute opposite?”.

Flooding: This was a relatively rare (10 replies) type that included large amounts of diverse information, potentially serving to confuse or overwhelm users. Flooding was found in the both the original post containing misinformation, and in supportive and critical replies, apparently to contradict a particular point with which the poster strongly disagreed: e.g. in YouTube Brexit Thread 10, RP6 posted a reply with 3 URLs and 13 paragraphs.

4.1.3 Drawing on Evidence.
Posters intermittently drew on a variety of sources to support their point of view. Two common examples were personal experiences (14 replies) and anecdotes (6 replies). Personal experience was invoked when a poster claimed a personal encounter with an issue (e.g. “my mother had COVID earlier this year”), while anecdotes were either not explicitly reported personally, or were clearly from third parties, e.g. “more people in that town speak Romanian than English”, or “I’m told that the hospitals are all empty”. Clearly, we cannot verify that an experience really occurred, or people are who they claim to be.

References to external sources or expertise were marginally more common. One type was an direct appeal to a named authority (19 replies), e.g. “David Attenborough said that…”; or an indirect appeal without specifics (16 replies), e.g. “any scientist will tell you that”, or “my doctor told me”. Particular material could be referenced by a URL or clear label, such as the title and author or a book. We divided these references into true references i.e. the material was relatively reliable and said what was claimed of it (10 replies); and false references where it was unreliable, inaccurate or did not say what was claimed (9 replies). False references are a potential form of misinformation and it is notable that misuses of references were almost as common as accurate uses. Eight replies simply directed others to Google a particular piece of information, if they wanted to check it for themselves. The most common form of evidence was testable facts: material which, while not referenced, could in principle be tested for accuracy, e.g. the number of people who had influenza in 2018. There were 77 replies including testable facts.

4.2 Thread-Level Patterns of Replies
Beyond individual replies to posts containing misinformation, we identified 7 common patterns that emerged across entire discussion threads. The patterns were:

- **Drive-by**: the original poster of misinformation makes a comment, but never returns to the discussion.
- **Echo chamber**: all replies agree with the original poster, and none disagree with or correct the original misinformation.
- **Piling on**: one poster, often the OP, receives a series of replies from multiple accounts critiquing the post or point of view.
- **Ding-dong**: two posters take opposite positions and exchange a long sequence of posts, making and rebutting claims and counterclaims, often with little movement.
- **Broken record**: a poster repeatedly posts the same or highly similar content in reply to multiple counter-points.
- **Non-answer**: a poster is asked a question, but repeatedly explicitly or implicitly avoids answering it.
Counter-attack: a poster is challenged on a point and replies with insults, mockery, or suggestions that the questioner(s) are complicit in, or fooled by, a conspiracy.

Non-answer and counter-attack threads were relatively rare, and are thus not reported here. Where original posters did return to their threads, broken record, non-answer and counter-attacks were more common than clarifications or engagement. The other thread types are reported here, with reasons why the OP was misinformation provided at the end of each example.

4.2.1 Drive-By Threads.
In these threads, the original poster (OP) never replied to their original post. An example is Twitter Climate Thread 8, where the OP posted “two minutes is too little time to show the gap between natural cycles of the climate and the Socialist, Anti-Business Hoax they call ’man-made climate change’”. This resulted in 31 replies, with no further comment from the OP.

4.2.2 Echo-Chamber Threads.
An example echo-chamber comes from Twitter Brexit Thread 3. Although this thread has some asides (by RP2 and RP3), the flow of the conversation echoes and even amplifies the OP’s view that all lawyers who represent migrants in asylum cases can be considered activists. Therefore, this is a case of an echo-chamber, where the original post containing misinformation is never corrected, despite 7 users replying. Instead, RP4 and RP5 agree strongly and vociferously with the OP, affirming the OP’s view and others amplify the original post by further insulting lawyers who represent asylum requests, e.g. by calling them “globalist traitors” (RP1), “well-dressed thieves” (RP1) and “rascals” (RP7) and by extending the criticism introduced by the OP to institutions as well as individual lawyers (RP4, RP6). RP7 also amplifies the OP rather than merely affirming it, by arguing that lawyers who take on asylum cases drain UK taxpayers:

OP: “Supreme court’s chair says barristers who represent migrants’ requests for asylum aren’t activists, but simply doing their job. The Home Secretary is right: they’re all activists. Selfish, money-grabbing ones too. [newspaper URL].” [misinformation]
RP1: “Globalist traitors one and all: they hate the UK, hate Brexit” [insult, affirmation]
RP2&3: [both present asides on unity]
RP4: “Scots Parliament, Welsh Assembly, Supreme Court: All set up by Blair. If I ran the UK we’d abolish the lot.” [affirmation]
RP5: “Agreed – they are so far out of touch.” [affirmation]
RP6: “The ‘supreme’ court is just another bunch of socialist activists. Add ’em to the list, they all betray us.” [affirmation]
RP7: “Well-dressed thieves [insult]; English taxpayers have nothing left, these scum [insult] take everything”. [affirmation]
30 later replies RP8-30 all affirm the original post.
Why is the OP misinformation? It ignores the basic mechanism of assigning lawyers in the UK legal system: lawyers seldom choose their cases.

4.2.3 Piling-On Threads.
Here, the OP receives no, or almost no support. Replies are consistently negative and critical. For example, in the newspaper Climate Change thread #3, responding to an article about the energy needs of transport in the future, the OP claims wind power requires fossil fuel backup, while solar power is ‘worthless.’ RP1 is simply dismissive, saying these claims “don’t match the science” and RP2 piles on by providing an example of useful solar power. RP3 and RP4 also pile onto the discussion. RP3 argues against the OP’s view that “wind power needs coal power plants...for fall-back capacity,” mocking the OP’s claims as “whisps in the wind”. RP3 states it is actually the other way around: electric vehicle turbines have been used as a backup to the National Grid’s non-renewable electricity supply. RP4 feeds off RP3’s post on electric vehicles as a source of renewable energy, inviting the OP to “Google”
smart grids and electric vehicles. Cumulatively, these replies serve to undermine the credibility of the misinformation.

OP: “Wind power needs coal power plants running all day for fall-back capacity. They don’t solve the problem of coal, gas and carbon dioxide; deforestation caused by wood-powered stations are ridiculously unsustainable, even after a century. Solar power is worthless and doesn’t work in our latitudes - they break down within a decade”.

[misinformation]
RP1: “Your claims don’t fit the science. One bit.” [rebuttal]
RP2: [car manufacturer] built their UK engine factory not far from where I live – they’re now starting to make electric engines there. The top of this (massive) factory is covered with over 20,000 solar panels, producing c. 6MW. They often sell the energy they don’t need to the national grid [personal experience]. You seem to be thinking about how solar was in the 1970s!” [mockery].
RP3: “Let me show how your ideas are whisps in the wind [mockery]. Turbines on electric vehicles are a demonstrated backup for the grid. [rebuttal, testable fact]. I don’t actually like the concept, because it assumes we’ll happily give our own power over to the grid, unless we all have to lease the batteries from it. Anyhow, that’s not the only solution!” [complex].
RP4: “You should Google ‘smart grids’: large-scale ownership of electric vehicles is an integral part of the network.” [Google]

Why is the OP misinformation? The need for permanently operational fossil fuel plants has been shown to be unnecessary by several innovations, including some of the those reported by the respondents. Wood-based electric power production is still little-used, but much improved in efficiency since its inception.

4.2.4 Ding-Dong Threads.
These featured extended, often heated exchanges between the same pair of posters, sometimes with a gradual shift in the discussion, but often with little movement on either side: discussions often ended in a stalemate. This example is from YouTube COVID Thread 8, where RP1 and the OP engage in a long exchange, focused on the logic of the original (incorrect) claim that the UK public “said no to” the March 2020 COVID-19 lockdown. This exchange demonstrates very little movement as the OP re-phrases their original claim to counter RP1’s criticism, but RP1 replies by questioning the OP’s reasoning. Furthermore, both the OP and RP1 engage in mockery and insult:

OP: “The nation said no to any lockdown!” [misinformation]
RP1: “You represent yourself, not the public: I’m one of them. [rebuttal, personal experience] You’ve problems!” [insult]
OP: “I’ve problems with what is being done. Many don’t fall for the hoax. [conspiracy theory]. I meant to say most of the nation [misinformation] ...; not morons like you.” [insult]
RP1: “You changed to ‘many’ you started saying ‘the nation’; [questioning reasoning]. I highlight it and the only thing you can do is to respond with nasty, puerile name-calling; if honesty hurts, put up with it mate!” [mockery].
OP: “Brighten up!” [mockery] followed by an aside then exchange continues for another 5 posts, returning to the original point. Posters RP2 and RP3 then reply in support of the OP.

Why is the OP misinformation? There was no public vote on UK movement restrictions. Opinion polls showed most (88%, IPSOS/MORI) favoured a lockdown when the video was recorded.

4.2.5 Broken Record Threads.
In broken record threads the OP repeatedly makes the same argument they have already made), without further evidence, despite counter-arguments from other posters. In this example from YouTube Brexit Thread 8, the original video is from the BBC and discusses the UK’s position in Brexit negotiations, after having left the EU on 1st Jan. 2020. The OP repeats their view the UK has not really left the EU, having only left “on paper,” while, RP2 repeatedly replies that they have as “if we did leave on paper, we have then left”. Both sides play their own broken record in a deadlocked discussion that, unlike ding-dongs, does not involve making and replying to evolving points and counter-points.
OP: “It’s on paper: it’s not really true. We haven’t really left the European Union; unfair chances? You mean freedom to do business!” [misinformation]

RP1: “You signed up on paper – one you want to hide [rebuttal, mockery]. Odd how your leaders want to violate international treaties. Very reliable, sure!” [satire, mockery].

OP: “We voted to leave 4 years ago. We’ve not really left. Our decision is being blocked. Who cares about BS paper and lying politicians. We voted out, and not to trade any longer.” [misinformation, testable fact].

RP2: “If we did leave on paper, we have then left. The UK isn’t in the EU anymore. If a couple sign divorce papers, they’re divorced.” [rebuttal, questioning reasoning].

OP: “We still can’t control our borders, commerce, farms. It’s obvious it’s all a lie. We voted out four years back. We didn’t vote to leave only in name.” [misinformation, conspiracy theory].

RP2: “We are out. Full stop. I don’t care what folks voted for or against... what they feel they can do. We ain’t in the EU any more, so we’re out! That’s just a simple fact.” [rebuttal, testable fact].

OP: “You voted out of the EU; you left; no vote said ‘leave and no discussions, no trade agreements’”. [rebuttal, testable fact].

RP2: “If we did leave on paper, we have then left. The UK isn’t in the EU anymore. If a couple sign divorce papers, they’re divorced.” [rebuttal, testable fact].

OP: “We voted to leave 4 years ago. We've not really left. Our decision is being blocked. Who cares about BS paper and lying politicians. We voted out, and not to trade any longer.” [misinformation, conspiracy theory].

RP2: “We are out. Full stop. I don’t care what folks voted for or against... what they feel they can do. We ain’t in the EU any more, so we’re out! That’s just a simple fact.” [rebuttal, testable fact].

OP: “You voted out of the EU; you left; no vote said ‘leave and no discussions, no trade agreements’”. [rebuttal, testable fact].

RP2: “We left already, that’s the truth, move on!” [rebuttal]

OP: “We still can’t control our borders, commerce, farms. It’s obvious it’s all a lie. We voted out four years back. We didn’t vote to leave only in name. I don’t know where you’re from but I believe in democracy. You don’t.” [possible racism, insult].

RP2: “You didn’t vote to leave and no have no talks; You voted out of the EU; you left the EU”. [Note that both this and the OP’s last post are almost identical to previous posts; the exchange continues for a further 25 posts].

Why is the OP misinformation? The UK was in an ambiguous position; outside the EU, but in an agreed one-year transition period. The UK had left the EU and was free to engage in activities it was not allowed to do as an EU member, e.g. making independent trade agreements with states outside the EU. The original BBC video explicitly stated this.

4.3 Thread Types and Platforms

The relative frequency of the different types of thread is shown in Table 1 below. Note that more than one interaction style may be seen in each thread. For example, where the original poster does a ‘drive by’, the posters responding to it may end up in a ‘ding-dong’. Thus, the column totals do not add up to 30.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>YouTube</th>
<th>Newspaper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive-by</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echo chamber</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pile on</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ding-dong</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-attack</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken record</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-answer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We first tested to check if the distribution was non-random. The overall log-linear analysis test for interactions is strongly significant ($G^2=291.5$, $df=32$, $p<0.0001$), indicating that there is some underlying pattern. There is a statistically significant difference between platforms, and platforms are the dominant factor of difference ($G^2=251$, $df=14$, $p<0.0001$). Comparing the platforms reveals the detailed differences: Twitter has a high number...
of echo-chamber threads, and few ‘pile-ons’ ($\chi^2=14.73, df=2, p=0.0006$), while YouTube has few ‘drive-by’s ($\chi^2=11.40, df=2, p=0.0033$), but many broken-record threads ($\chi^2=8.44, df=2, p=0.0146$).

Turning to reply types, we also found differences. Due to space limitations, we only present the most marked differences here. For example, misinformation was significantly more prevalent in YouTube replies (72 of 293) than newspapers (35 of 170) or Twitter (72 of 384 replies) ($\chi^2=22.7, df=2, p<0.0001$).

In terms of response styles, Twitter had many affirmations, just over 25% of replies (97 of 384), versus less than 10% on YouTube (15 from 293) and newspaper comments (16 of 170) ($\chi^2=56.0; df=2, p<0.0001$). In contrast, insults were rare on both Twitter (14 replies), and newspapers (4) but higher on YouTube (33, 11.6%) ($\chi^2=23.36, df=2, p<0.0001$). Mockery, on the other hand was common on both Twitter and YouTube (53 and 39 cases respectively), but rare in newspapers replies (10) ($\chi^2=7.89, df=2, p=0.0193$).

5 Discussion

In this section we first hypothesize reasons for the different interaction patterns on different platforms, then compare threads to search and other forms of information seeking. Finally, we discuss the design implications of our work.

5.1 Different Platforms, Different Interactions

The different interactions by platform are clear. Twitter threads lack discussion: they are predominantly ‘drive by’ or ‘echo chamber’ threads, so even where there is dissent it is from a single post. At the post level there is a disproportionate amount of affirmation. This conversational makeup reflects differences between Twitter and the other platforms: threads on Twitter are most likely to be viewed by followers with whom one has some form of relationship. These relationship ties mean posters are plausibly less likely to see things they disagree with [7; 12], and less likely to react strongly negatively to it if they do. [57]. In contrast to Twitter, both YouTube and newspapers had a high proportion of pile on threads, though YouTube threads were more likely to include some form of discussion (ding dong or broken record) than newspapers, and included more insults and misinformation. Insults on YouTube have been seen before [34] specifically noted insults, and advice that may actually also be insult (e.g. ‘you should wear less makeup’) YouTube is colloquially known for having generally contentious, negative discussion threads, and our findings support that assessment [31]. In contrast newspaper threads (which are moderated) are more likely to offer extensive correction of misinformation in the comments, potentially mitigating against its spread [13; 32]. Posts on newspapers are less likely to include conspiracy theory, mockery or racism, probably due to moderation. This more ‘civil discourse’ [69] is more conducive to the types of discussion that may dislodge false beliefs in both posters and lurkers [13; 32; 45]. The key message here, though, is not why these different platforms have such varied response patterns, but that they do, thus demonstrating that the culture and interactive properties of a platform can and do influence social responses to misinformation.

5.2 Threads as Information Seeking

In this section we contribute to the discussion of discussion threads in information interaction. We extend previous work looking at the informational content of posts (e.g. [41; 47; 68]) instead drawing analogies between interactions at the thread level and other types of information interaction. By comparing threads to search and other forms of information seeking we focus specifically on how they might support people in questioning misinformation.

For most thread-level patterns of replies to misinformation, there is an analogous behaviour in the information interaction literature. The drive-by post is akin to ‘grab-and-go’ information acquisition, where the poster has a single target- to say or find something specific, but not engage [8; 38]. Piling on is the equivalent of non-diverse search results or recommendations, where replies are very similar and thus not very interesting [11; 29; 30]. While interactive to some degree (the search may evolve based on the information found, just as replies with
further misinformation when piling on may build on and feed off each other), piling on is not highly iterative. The broken record pattern is a more extreme example of the same: it is like users retying almost identical queries and expecting a different result [28].

Perhaps more usefully for combating misinformation, ding dongs are like exploratory search, which is a nuanced and highly-interactive dialogue between system and searcher where the information interaction evolves in response to the information returned by the system, sometimes in exciting new directions [65]. Learning is a key outcome of exploratory search, and has potential to be with ding dongs too.

It is interesting that, like exploratory search, the ding dong discussion is the one most likely to promote learning: people who see diverse perspectives are those most likely to change their views [5; 9; 32; 40], which could potentially involve them reconsidering the credibility or accuracy of information they had held as true. While we did not see any changes of view manifest publicly in the data, viewpoint change is a complex process that is unlikely to occur in a single thread [49]. As noted above, Twitter is particularly poor at promoting this kind of interaction, whereas newspaper sites are good at it. Previous research suggests that if thread-level replies to misinformation could be a respectful discussion conducted with the spirit of openness and understanding, rather than a ‘ding dong,’ the effects would be twofold. First, it would likely invite more diverse reply posts in turn; many people do not want to argue and only want to engage if there is a good chance of a reasonable discussion [57]. Second, a discussion with nuance and respect is more likely than a ding dong to promote open-minded deliberation [5; 57] which, in turn, could potentially disrupt the spread of misinformation.

These analogies highlight the potential for participants in these discussion forums to treat the thread as a search interface, testing their thoughts and ideas. This analogy further frames the discussion as a document for a silent third party, or lurker, who may use what is said in the thread to discern the veracity of information presented. Given that lurkers represent 90%+ of online groups [44], this potential use is too large to be ignored. This framing highlights the potential value of the social response to misinformation: participants in discussion forums debunking it, not for the benefit of those with whom they are discussing, but for the benefit of the silent watchers to reduce their trust and increase their reasoning and accuracy focus [13; 48; 49].

5.3 Design Implications

Ideally information interfaces will support the spread of truth, rather than falsehood. Our research suggests efficacy in two possible ways of doing this: flagging and removing potential misinformation (the algorithmic approach), and supporting the challenge of misinformation.

The patterns we have identified are potentially amenable to systematizing, offering one potential means for at least algorithmically flagging discussion threads that may be misinformation [42; 52], an activity that has been done for other post and thread types in the past [20; 62]. While misinformation threads would still likely need human checking [59], this would provide one means of identifying what should be checked. It remains an open question for information science, whether once misinformation is identified, removing it entirely, or flagging it as suspicious but allowing it to stand alongside replies is a more effective means of combatting misinformation. On one hand, misinformation that has been removed cannot be shared; on the other seeing misinformation debunked regularly supports readers in developing a critical and questioning mindset, thus improving recognition of misinformation generally [13; 48].

Differences in reply patterns across platforms provide lessons for the design of public discussion threads specifically, social media platforms, and information environments more broadly. The first is diversity begets diversity: public discussion platforms aimed at a diverse audience (e.g., news sites) and presenting diverse information without little personalisation are those with the most diverse and wide-ranging discussions. This diversity offers the alternative narratives, reasoning pathways, and challenges to misinformation that can promote reflection among readers and those who may join in the discussion alike [13; 32; 48; 49], turning a potentially negative interaction (where misinformation is encountered) into a positive one (misinformation is encountered alongside a counterargument, promoting learning).
It is a key feature of our study that, with the possible exception of the Twitter data, all the original posts in our dataset were encountered by those who replied: there is no way of searching the comments, highlighting the importance of the information encounter in misinformation interaction. The decisions made by the designers of the platforms we studied manipulate which information is likely to be encountered—comments with recent replies or lots of ‘upvotes’ are likely to appear near the top. The role of information encounters in promoting diversity and new perspectives has been discussed before [35; 39; 50], though not in the context of misinformation. It would be easy to reach for forcing diversity as a protection against misinformation, [24], this will not work. For an information encounter to be experienced as a positive rather than negative ‘distraction,’ the encounterer’s mind must be open to that information [35]. Seeing one’s beliefs disagreed with alone is not enough to promote re-examination of those beliefs [13; 45]: the information needs to be relatable enough to engage with and the information interface needs to inspire a sense of curiosity.

Our challenge as information interaction specialists is twofold. The first issue is old: generating better support for digital information encountering, which despite increased research is a poorly supported type of information acquisition [39]. The second is new: the CHIIR community is ideally placed to identify how readers of news and social media feeds might be provided with information that is just diverse enough to inform, but not so diverse as to alienate. The ethics of such nudges toward diverse consumption may be debatable, but promoting reflection (rather than using algorithms to persuade) is widely accepted [22]. This approach is also the most likely to be effective in combatting an entrenched, but false, viewpoint [32].

6 Limitations and Future Work

We recognise the relatively small sample (by quantitative standards) used in this primarily qualitative study is only a starting point for further quantitative research. Analysis at scale may reveal further misinformation reply types and enable stronger claims about their general prevalence or importance. Automation could assist with large-scale analysis; the broken record and ding-dong patterns, for example, might be automatically identified based on textual repetitions. This could make quantitative analysis at scale more practical.

While peoples’ replies to posts containing misinformation were a possible indication of whether they were likely to propagate the misinformation (e.g. by endorsing it), we did not examine their behaviour beyond their replies; future work might investigate whether users exposed to certain types of reply to misinformation are more or less likely to spread it.

We examined 3 topics across 3 platforms, yielding a variety of post-level reply types and thread-level patterns. A wider variety of platforms and topics could lead to further types of reply being identified and reveal nuances within particular types. Differences between our chosen platforms and more private venues, such as closed Facebook or WhatsApp groups, could prove enlightening.

Furthermore, we only examined misinformation: it is plausible contrarian replies to correct information might reveal different patterns, but further qualitative work is needed. While we saw no users publicly change their view about misinformation, understanding the specific reply types and/or interactions around those critical moments may yield additional valuable insights into how to mitigate the threat of misinformation.

7 Conclusions

To address the fiendish challenge of misinformation, it is necessary to understand its ‘human nature.’

Understanding misinformation from a social perspective, through a deeper understanding of ‘human-misinformation interaction’ on platforms that facilitate information sharing and discussion is a particularly promising approach. We present the first classification of types of reply to misinformation on public discussion platforms, addressing both individual posts, and entire threads. This in turn provides a foundation for reasoning about online debates: e.g. about how best to encourage readers to post counters to misinformation. It also
provides an empirically-grounded theoretical lens for informing future research on social interactions with misinformation.

We have also identified several implications for information interaction. The first is a new potential way of automatically identifying misinformation-containing discussion threads. The second is the role of discussion interfaces in promoting challenges to misinformation. The third is the importance of information encountering in addressing misinformation, and the role of discussion platforms in nudging toward or away from certain encounters.

Understanding how people reply to misinformation can enrich our understanding of 'human misinformation interaction' and, in turn, reduce its power and spread.
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